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Building Business Intelligence with Pivot Tables is an online video course that is perfect for anyone looking to build reports and quickly summarize tens 
to thousands of rows of data. This course will provide the analyst with the best ways to source and clean up source data for reporting. As the data is 
cleansed, the course will show you how to present the data in a way that is easy to use for analysis by presenting data both tabular and visually. The 
course will further explore the best ways to analyze the data and drill in and out of data. By the end of this course, you will feel confident sourcing, 
cleansing, and analyzing data through pivot tables and dashboards.

Course Overview

• All Pivot Table tasks can be performed in any version of Excel. Tasks related to Power Query require installation of
the free Power Query tools in some versions of Excel. Tasks related to Power Pivot can only be performed if Power
Pivot is installed in your product. Details to activate these tools can be found below:
• Excel 2010

• Power Pivot: Can be downloaded and installed in any SKU of Office 2010. Ensure that your Power Pivot version
is version 11.0 or higher (not version 10.5.x) The most recent version can be downloaded for free from https://
www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=29074

• Power Query: The most recent version can be downloaded for free at https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/
download/details.aspx?id=39379&CorrelationId=767e3fce-b355-4f78-96b1-18379e431c5b

• Excel 2013
• Power Pivot: Requires Excel 2013 Professional PLUS, Excel Pro PLUS (subscription) or a standalone Excel license
• Power Query: The most recent version can be downloaded for free at https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/

download/details.aspx?id=39379&CorrelationId=767e3fce-b355-4f78-96b1-18379e431c5b
• Excel 2016

• Power Pivot: Requires Excel 2016 Professional PLUS, Excel Pro PLUS (subscription) or a standalone Excel license
• Power Query: Built in to all versions of Excel

System Requirements

Prerequisites
This is a course aimed squarely at beginner/intermediate Excel users looking to take their skills to the next level. 
Before starting this course, you should be comfortable working in Excel. Knowledge of a variety of formulas 
can be helpful, although is by no means necessary. While those comfortable with Pivot Tables are likely to pick 
up new tricks to make their lives easier, the course is designed to take someone with absolutely no Pivot Table 
knowledge and teach them how to collect, clean and set up the data, present it in Pivot Tables and build 
dashboards using Pivot Charts. A basic understanding of Excel functions is helpful, but not necessary for this 
course. The target audience of this course is for power users who are learning DAX for the first time.

What Will You Learn?
• How to develop Excel Pivot Table reports and modify their aesthetics
• How to leverage tools like Power Query and Power Pivot to enhance what’s possible with Pivot Tables
• How to refresh Pivot Table local and external data

Building BI with
Pivot Tables

Course Outline
• The Value of Pivot Tables
• Pivot Compliant Data Sheets
• Modifying Pivot Table Look and Feel

• Sourcing Data
• Changing Pivot Table

Aggregations

• Slicing and Filtering
• Building Pivot Based Dashboards
• Data Refresh and Security


